Failure of plastic surgical clinical trials to document compliance with international ethical guidelines: a systematic review.
The Declaration of Helsinki (DOH) mandates that clinical trials must follow specific ethical standards including independent ethical review and registration in a public database to protect the rights and safety of human subjects and promote public trust. The purpose of this study was to perform a systematic review to identify whether independent ethical review and trial registration had been documented in all prospective clinical studies published in the journals Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery, Annals of Plastic Surgery and the Journal of Plastic Reconstructive and Aesthetic Surgery from 7/2007 to 7/2011 and if there was any difference in documentation between journals and between types of studies. The PubMed database was selected to search through the medical literature with specific inclusion criteria to disqualify irrelevant articles from the study. Appropriate articles were extracted, and all investigators assessed their quality and validity to maximize reproducibility. Each investigator systematically reviewed every article to determine whether independent ethical review and trial registration had been reported. Each investigator staged every study using the 2011 Oxford Centre for Evidence Based Medicine criteria. The data were then synthesized and analyzed for documentation of independent ethical review and trial registration. Of the 235 studies retrieved, 155 met our inclusion criteria as prospective studies, 102 reported independent ethical review. Eight studies reported trial registration in a public database, two additional studies were registered at clinicaltrials.gov, but the publications did not document their registration. Seven of the reported studies did not comply with the DOH as they had been registered retroactively; thus only one study out of 155 (<1%) documented compliance with the DOH. Using Fisher's exact test, the only statistically significant difference between the groups was better documentation in PRS level 2 studies than in PRS level 3 studies (p = 0.007). Plastic surgery clinical trials' documentation of compliance with international ethical guidelines must improve.